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Abstract: Asynchronous machines are always widely used in most industrial applications due to their
reliability, flexibility, and manoeuvrability. To achieve variable speed operations, the quite simple
open-loop V/Hz control is largely utilized. Under open-loop V/Hz control, the nonlinear interaction
is well known to cause current and torque oscillations while operating at low to medium speeds
under light loads. This article presents the stability analysis of induction motors at low–medium
frequencies under no-load conditions with the V/Hz control. A system representation in the form of
state space is discussed, and the region of instability is plotted against the V/f plane. Two novel and
refined methods for the mitigation of oscillations in the region of instability are presented. The two
proposed algorithms are finally tested and validated through simulation on an inverter-fed induction
motor drive system.

Keywords: instability; eigenvalues; oscillations; V/Hz control; stability analysis; active damping;
small-signal model; induction motor drive

1. Introduction

Induction motors are the most suitable choice in different fields of application, from
low to high power [1]. The use of variable speed asynchronous motor drives has been
existent since the early 1960s. This was made possible due to the development and the
technology improvement in various power semiconductor devices [2,3]. In order to utilize
induction machines in variable speed functions, efficient speed control techniques need to
be adopted [4]. Compared to speed feedback-based techniques such as Field Oriented Con-
trol (FOC), open-loop V/Hz control has the advantages of low cost, ease of implementation,
and a wide range of operating speeds; on the other hand, closed-loop controls like FOC can
offer higher performance and better dynamic behavior, by controlling separately the flux
and the current producing the torque. In addition, considering an open loop V/Hz control,
a speed sensor is not required, since there is not a need for the speed measure. Therefore
V/Hz inverter controls are widely used in adjustable speed applications including pumps,
blowers, fans, etc. [5]. It is well known from the technical literature that V/Hz controlled
PWM inverter-fed induction motor drives exhibit undesirable sustained oscillations in
mechanical torque and stator currents [6–8]. These oscillations are caused by the interaction
of the electrical and the mechanical subsystems (Figure 1), which are nonlinearly coupled
through the electromagnetic torque and the back-electromotive force and are affected by
changes in motor parameters. Hence, many studies can be found in the literature where the
effects of motor and inverter parameters such as stator resistance, leakage inductance, rotor
moment of inertia, DC-link capacitor, inverter dead time, switching frequency, and the
number of poles are thoroughly analyzed [9]. In [7] a small signal linearized representation
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is used to carry out a stability analysis of induction motors fed by a pure sinusoidal voltage
source of adjustable amplitude and frequency, while inverter dead-time effect and modeling
is considered in [10,11] and represented as an equivalent resistance in [12]. Recently, a
more accurate method considering dead times is presented in [13], which demonstrates
the oscillations leading the system to instability on the voltage versus frequency (V–f)
plane. In the last decades, a few strategies have been proposed in order to suppress these
oscillations. Some of these methods eliminate instability by modulating the inverter fre-
quency in reaction to the current fluctuations on the DC-link as highlighted in [14], whereas
in [15] a voltage vector feedback loop is implemented to counteract the effect of the leakage
inductance and the stator resistance. Two very efficient active damping methods based on
a dynamic current feedback have been presented in [16,17], which allow a significant reduc-
tion in the oscillations. In this article an accurate system representation in the state space
is derived in order to perform stability analysis of induction machines at low–medium
frequencies under no load conditions using the V/Hz control. The region of instability
obtained from this stability analysis is plotted in the V–f plane. Two mitigation techniques
are proposed with the aim of reducing the oscillations and avoiding instability; the first,
which is an innovative strategy, is derived from creating a customized slope ramp of the
V/Hz references, whereas the second is a variation of the active damping method presented
in [16]. The two proposed algorithms are finally tested and validated through simulation
on an inverter-fed induction motor drive system implemented in MATLAB/Simulink.

Figure 1. System architecture block diagram.

2. The Conventional V/Hz Control

The popular V/Hz control or the Voltage/Frequency control is a type of speed control
adopted to enable induction motors to be used in variable speed applications. It is a speed
control strategy where the output voltage frequency and amplitude are proportional. This
is done to ensure that the motor flux is constant, which prevents the phenomenon of weak
magnetic and magnetic saturation situations [18]. Figure 2 illustrates the conventional
V/Hz control of an induction motor fed by a voltage source PWM inverter.

Figure 2. Conventional V/Hz control strategy block diagram.

The inputs to the inverter are the voltage calculated from the V/Hz logic and T, which
is obtained from the integration of the reference speed. K is equal to Vn

√
2/3

2πfe
, while w
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represents the speed profile imposed. Table 1 lists all the induction motor drive (High
Power) parameters, which were utilized henceforth for the simulations.

Table 1. Motor parameters.

Motor Parameter Parameter Value

Vn—Nominal voltage 6.6 kV
In—Nominal current 75.8 A

Im—Magnetizing current 16.7 A
cosφ—Power factor 0.85

Pm—Nominal power 736 kW
fe—Nominal electrical frequency 50 Hz
wn—Nominal mechanical speed 1485 rpm

Tn—Nominal torque 4800 Nm
Je—Electric motor inertia 17 kgm2

N—Number of poles 4
Rs—Stator resistance 0.329 Ω
Rr—Rotor resistance 0.316 Ω

Lls—Stator leakage inductance 16.4 mH
Llr—Rotor leakage inductance 25.7 mH
Lm—Magnetizing inductance 0.7105 H

Td—Deadtime error 7 µs
Vdc—DC bus voltage 10.942 kV

fsw—Switching frequency 610 Hz
Inverter type NPC 3-level

As mentioned in the introduction, apart from the several advantages offered by the
V/Hz control strategy, the use of such an open-loop control introduces instability in its
operations causing huge oscillations in motor currents and torque.

To demonstrate the problem of the current and torque oscillations with the conven-
tional V/Hz control, an initial test was carried out where the motor (parameters in Table 1)
was accelerated to the rated speed of 157.08 rad/s in 5 s (acceleration of 31.42 rad/s2) at no
load. From Figures 3–5, which show the stator phase A current, the mechanical speed, and
the mechanical torque, respectively, it is evident that using the conventional V/Hz control
for the motor introduces very large oscillations that are very harmful to the electrical drive
if not compensated. In addition, with the fact of having a high power induction motor,
mechanical problems such as possible shaft damages can also occur due to these large
sustained oscillations. Furthermore, it should be noted that a high-power induction motor
was chosen for this study since they experience more significant oscillations, which causes
greater problems to the electrical and mechanical components of the system.

Figure 3. Phase A stator current, conventional V/Hz control, (0–50 Hz).
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Figure 4. Mechanical speed, conventional V/Hz control, (0–50 Hz).

Figure 5. Mechanical torque, conventional V/Hz control, (0–50 Hz).

Hence, in the following section of the article, a methodology is presented on how the
instability region of an inverter-fed motor controlled with the conventional V/Hz technique
can be predicted. With such a prediction of the instability region, effective mitigation
techniques can be applied to counteract these oscillations in the currents and torque.

3. Mathematical Modelling

For the study of the instability region, the standard dynamic 5th order model was
employed in the synchronous d-q reference frame, since it is commonly used for these
analyses, and it is easy to implement. The following equations were used both to synthetize
the proposed control and to simulate the model in the MATLAB/Simulink environment.
Moreover, a three-voltage level NPC inverter was implemented in Simulink to drive the
motor. As these equations are nonlinear in nature, for the purpose of this study, the system
was linearized around a steady operating point in order to obtain the small-signal model of
the inverter-fed induction motor presented in [13].

The small-signal model of the induction motor can be represented as:

∆
.
x = A∆x + B∆u (1)
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where:

∆x =


∆iqs
∆ids
∆iqr

′

∆idr
′

∆wr

, and ∆u =


∆Vqs,id
∆Vds,id

0
0

∆Tl

 (2)

iqs and ids are the q axis and d axis component of the stator current; vqs and vds are the
stator voltages in the q and d axis; iqr and idr are the q and d axis components of the rotor
current referred to the stator; wr is the electrical speed of the rotor; and Tl is the load torque.

In order to carry out the stability analysis, the system matrix A is defined as follows.

A =



−


ls 0 lm 0
0 ls 0 lm

lm 0 lr′ 0
0 lm 0 lr′


−1

rs + rq,eq0 ws0ls − xqd,eq0 0 ws0lm
−
(

ws0ls + xqd,eq0

)
rs + rd,eq0 −ws0lm 0

0 (ws0 −wr0)lm rr
′ (ws0 −wr0)lr′

−(ws0 −wr0)lm 0 −(ws0 −wr0)lr′ rr
′

 −


ls 0 lm 0
0 ls 0 lm

lm 0 lr′ 0
0 lm 0 lr′


−1

0
0

−(lmids0 + lr′idr0
′)(

lmiqs0 + lr′iqr0
′)



3
2J

(
poles

2

)2


lmidr0

′

−lmiqr0
′

−lmids0
lmiqs0


T

−B
J


(3)

In the system matrix A defined in Equation (3), the parameters, ws0, wr0, and B
represent the stator synchronous speed, the mechanical speed, and the friction constant,
respectively. It should be noted that the parameters with a subscript “0” represent a steady-
state value. Appendix A of [13] contains a detailed theoretical description of the deadtime
modelling. The equations used to calculate the terms arising due to the deadtime are as
follows:

Req0 =

→
|Vs,err,f|√

iqs02 + ids0
2

(4)

Req0 is the equivalent resistance as an effect of the deadtime where
→

|Vs,err,f|, defined in
Equation (5) represents the magnitude of the deadtime error voltage.

→
|Vs,err,f| = 4/π VdcTdfsw (5)

This deadtime error voltage is calculated with the use of the dc bus voltage, Vdc, the
inverter dead time, Td, and the inverter switching frequency fsw. It should be noted that
the deadtime contributes to both the d and q axes components of the resistances (Rq,eq0 and
Rd,eq0). Additionally, due to the deadtime, additional cross-coupling reactance (Xqd,eq0)
was introduced in [13]. Equations (6)–(8) represent the terms arising from the effect of the
inverter deadtime.

Rq,eq0 = Req0

(
ids

2

iqs2 + ids
2

)
(6)

Rd,eq0 = Req0

(
iqs

2

iqs2 + ids
2

)
(7)

Xqd,eq0 = Req0

(
iqs0ids0

iqs2 + ids
2

)
(8)

Utilizing the system matrix A defined in Equation (3), the root locus of the 736 kW
induction motor drive with a frequency range of 0–50 Hz, a DC bus voltage of 10.942 kV,
a switching frequency of 610 Hz, and a deadtime of 7 µs was obtained and is shown in
Figure 6. The simulation was carried out with a V/Hz ratio of 1 p.u. In Table 1, the list
of parameters of the motor used for the study and simulations are presented. Since a 5th
order model of the induction machine was utilized, the five curves/lines shown in the plot
represent the eigenvalues of the system. With this plot of the root locus, the speed range
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that falls in the region of instability (eigenvalues on the right-hand side of the imaginary
axis) can be easily identified.

Figure 6. Locus of the eigenvalues of the 736 kW induction motor drive for a V/Hz ratio of 1 p.u.
with a frequency range of 0–50 Hz, a DC bus voltage of 10.942 kV, a switching frequency of 610 Hz,
and a deadtime of 7 µs.

From the root locus plot in Figure 6, it is clear to see that there are two points where
the eigenvalues intersect the imaginary axis as labeled in the inset of the plot. Between
these two points lies the region of instability for the particular V/Hz ratio (1 p.u. in this
case). Hence, the speed range that lies in the instability region as per Figure 6 was between
3—24 Hz.

In order to achieve a better understanding, the region of instability was plotted in the
V–f plane. Moreover, to obtain the region of instability of the machine as shown in Figure 7,
the starting V/Hz ratio of 1 p.u. was gradually reduced until an inferior limit ratio was
obtained. It can be observed from Figure 7 that the highest V/Hz ratio of 1 p.u. and the
lowest V/Hz ratio was obtained yielding no instability. In this case, the lowest V/Hz ratio
was 0.06 p.u. Referring to the ratio of 1 p.u., the two blue circles in Figure 7 represent the
speed range of instability shown in Figure 6, which was 3–24 Hz.
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Figure 7. Region of instability in the V/f plane, (1 p.u.—0.06 p.u. V/Hz ratio).

4. Currents and Torque Oscillations Mitigation Techniques

As discussed in the previous sections of the article, using the conventional V/Hz strat-
egy for the control of induction motors introduces very large oscillations in the currents
and torque. However, since the methodology presented in the previous section enables
one to predict the region of instability of the V/Hz controlled induction motors, effective
mitigation techniques beforehand to avoid such harmful oscillations are possible to be
implemented. In this section of the article, the authors present two mitigation techniques
where the oscillations seen in the conventional V/Hz control are significantly reduced
avoiding instability. In the first mitigation strategy, a novel oscillation suppression tech-
nique is proposed where a varying V/Hz slope ramp is utilized. In the second mitigation
strategy, a variation of the active damping method presented in [16] is considered. The
software MATLAB/Simulink was used to carry out the simulation tests.

4.1. Ad-Hoc Slope Ramping Algorithm (AHSRA)

This section presents a novel method to avoid the machine to operate inside the
instability region as predicted in Section 3 and to suppress the oscillations in currents
and torque. In this mitigation technique, named the Ad-Hoc Slope Ramping Algorithm
(AHSRA) by the authors, instead of operating the induction motor with the rated V/Hz
ratio (i.e., 1 p.u.), the V/Hz ratio is varied along with the different speed ranges of the
induction motor. Having a V/Hz ratio of less than 1 p.u. is made possible since the motor
is operated at a no-load condition. The different V/Hz ratios for different speed ranges
are derived based on the graph of the region of instability plotted in the V–f plane. This is
very well depicted in Figure 8, which shows the path (illustrated by the red arrows) of the
V/Hz ratio taken for the control of the induction motor by avoiding the instability region
as predicted from the methodology presented in Section 3 of the article.
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Figure 8. Customized V/Hz ratio to mitigate oscillations avoiding unstable operating points.

In order to obtain the varying V/Hz ratio based on the graph of the region of instability,
the voltage and the reference speed were chosen in such a way that avoids the operation of
the induction motor in the region of instability. Doing this allows the use of a unique slope
ramp for different speed ranges thus avoiding the oscillations to occur. Figure 9 shows the
voltage and reference speed adopted in the AHSRA.

Figure 9. Customized voltage and w for AHSRA (proposed V/Hz control).

By applying AHSRA to the conventional V/Hz control, a significant reduction in the
oscillations originally present was achieved. This is evident from Figures 10–12, which
show the comparison of the stator currents, the mechanical speed, and the mechanical
torque with and without the mitigation technique, respectively.
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Figure 10. Stator phase A current isA—ASHRA (red) vs. conventional V/Hz (blue).

Figure 11. Mechanical speed—AHSRA (red) vs. conventional V/Hz (blue).

Figure 12. Mechanical torque—AHSRA (red) vs. conventional V/Hz (blue).
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4.2. Active Damping Strategy

The second proposed mitigation technique for suppressing current and torque oscilla-
tions is based on the active damping strategy presented in [16]. In order to shift all poles of
the system to the left side part of the complex plane, a current feedback loop was adopted
to obtain a correction factor, which was subtracted from the speed reference. Hence, in this
technique, the damping functions compensate for the current oscillations by correcting only
the speed reference. The value by which this correction is obtained is calculated from the d
and q axis components of the stator current. Figure 13 represents the logic implemented to
compensate for the current and torque oscillations. It shows that the three-phase measured
stator currents are transformed into the synchronous d-q reference frame. Then, the two
stator current components isd and isq were utilized in obtaining the speed correction factor.
Enclosed in the red box in the figure are the two damping functions used for this purpose.
In this article, a variation of this active damping strategy is proposed, where both the
voltage and the speed reference of the V/Hz control are obtained using the correction factor
resulting from the active damping functions, whereas in [16] only the speed reference is
corrected with the output of the damping functions.

Figure 13. Damping logic implementation block diagram.

The active damping function was realized with the following transfer function:

Out = Ki
s

1 + Tfs
In (9)

This transfer function consists of a derivative part and a first-order low pass filter
with a time constant tf and the two gains K1 and K2. The derivative part eliminates the
continuous component of the signal, while the low pass filter isolates the low-frequency
components. “In” is the d and q-axis component of the stator current, and “Out” is the
speed reference correction factor. The outputs of the two active damping functions were
summed together, giving the reference correction factor. This was then subtracted from
the speed reference of the V/Hz to obtain the new voltage and speed references and to
counteract the oscillation. In order to obtain the parameters (K1, K2 ), the linearised system
matrix A defined in Equation (3) was modified by including the two active damping
functions. This introduces two additional poles to the system, and the stability analysis
carried out in Section 3 was repeated to select the values of K1 and K2, which shift the
eigenvalues to the left-side of the complex plane. The purpose of the parameter tf is to
attenuate the high frequencies that would excite the oscillations in the system, and it was
chosen through a heuristic approach. The parameters used in the design of the active
damping function are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Active damping function design parameters.

Parameter Value

K1 0.282
K2 0.1225
tf 2.1
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To compare the results between the conventional V/Hz control and the V/Hz control
with the proposed active damping functions to mitigate the current and torque oscillations,
Figures 14–16 are shown. In Figure 14, a comparison between the phase A stator current is
shown with and without the mitigation technique. From this, it is notable that the mitigation
technique was very effective in counteracting the oscillations previously present. This is
also evident in Figures 15 and 16, which illustrate a comparison between the mechanical
speed and the mechanical torque, respectively, with and without the implementation of
the mitigation technique. The very large oscillations that were present in these two graphs
of the conventional V/Hz control were removed, except for the spike still present in the
torque in Figure 16 in the very beginning of the speed ramp, and the motor was seen to be
operating in a stable region.

Figure 14. Stator phase A current isA—active damping technique (red) vs. conventional V/Hz (blue).

Figure 15. Mechanical speed—active damping technique (red) vs. conventional V/Hz (blue).
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Figure 16. Mechanical torque—active damping technique (red) vs. conventional V/Hz (blue).

4.3. Mitigation Techniques Comparison (AHSRA vs. Active Damping)

The performances of the two mitigation techniques discussed above were compared,
and the results are shown in Figures 17–19. In Figure 17, a comparison between the phase
A stator current is shown for mitigation technique 1 (AHSRA) and mitigation technique 2
(active damping). From such a comparison, it is clearly evident that both the mitigation
techniques were able to effectively suppress the oscillations present. In addition, it can also
be seen that by using the ASHRA technique a better performance was obtained at the start of
the simulation when compared to the active damping technique. A comparison between the
mechanical speed and the mechanical torque obtained using the two mitigation techniques
is presented in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. In both the figures, the effectiveness of the
two mitigation techniques is clearly visible, and, similar to the current comparison, a better
performance was also achieved at the start of the simulation for both the mechanical speed
and the mechanical torque of the machine when using the ASHRA method.

Figure 17. Stator phase A current isA—AHSRA (blue) vs. active damping technique (red).
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Figure 18. Mechanical speed—AHSRA (blue) vs. active damping technique (red).

Figure 19. Mechanical torque—AHSRA (blue) vs. active damping technique (red).

5. Conclusions

In this article, the stability analysis of open-loop V/Hz controlled induction motors
was presented. Firstly, the problem of high current and torque oscillations in the conven-
tional V/Hz control of induction motors was introduced to the readers. A methodology
was then presented that was used to predict the regions of instability during the control of
the motor using the conventional V/Hz technique. The stability analysis of the induction
motor was carried out using the derived system matrix A of the induction motor. To
determine the region of instability, the eigenvalues of the induction motor with a speed
range of 0–50 Hz were plotted. Hence, the eigenvalues that fell on the right-hand side
of the imaginary axis were considered to calculate the speed range in which instability is
obtained. For a better understanding, the region of instability region was plotted in the V–f
plane, which made it easier to analyze the V/Hz ratio to use to avoid the oscillations during
the operation of the induction motor. Two mitigation techniques were then proposed by
the authors to compensate for the oscillations in the motor torque and currents. The first
mitigation technique consists of a novel use of a varying V/Hz ratio instead of the rated
V/Hz ratio. Doing this allows the user to avoid the operation of the motor in the region of
instability, which was proven through the simulation results discussed in the article. The
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second mitigation technique, which is a variation of the method presented in [16], proposed
the use of two damping functions to counteract the oscillations by correcting the value of
the speed reference. The speed reference correction factor was calculated using the two
damping functions and the d and q axis components of the stator current. The results of the
second mitigation technique were also validated through simulation results discussed in
the article. A comparison of the two proposed methods is shown in Figures 17–19. Finally,
it can be said that with the ability of being able to effectively predict the region of instability
in the open-loop V/Hz control of induction motors, it is possible to avoid the problem of
high oscillations in the currents and torque by implementing such mitigation techniques as
presented in the article.
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